FIELD-PROVEN RELIABILITY
MORE THAN 60 YEARS OF DELIVERING QUALITY AND EXPERTISE

Exterran is proud to offer our high quality production equipment with ASME code stamp to customers worldwide. Whether you need reliable deliveries of repeat jobs, off-the-shelf solutions or a custom design, we can help.

Our facilities operate state-of-the-art technologies on flow lines to produce large quantities to meet your drilling program requirements. Due to our capacity and size, we have many standard offerings in stock for immediate needs.

Exterran’s highly skilled engineering expertise develops custom products to meet your specifications on time and within budget.

We have field services available throughout the world available to start up, commission and maintain your equipment to help maximize efficient operations.

PREMIUM QUALITY IS STANDARD

Exterran is known for building the best with the latest technologies. We use only premium materials and quality-driven, state-of-the-art processes such as automated precision plasma cutting, computerized numerical controls, new plate rollers and robotic welding.

Our safety standards are ingrained into our culture. We focus on formal procedures for inspections, pressure testing and material traceability, and all our pressure vessels are ASME code stamped and national board registered. Our quality production equipment has been field proven for decades.

CUSTOMIZED ENGINEERING

Our highly skilled engineers have many years of expertise in technical design, applications, project management and implementation. Exterran has a legacy of experience helping customers design production equipment based on needs assessment, evaluation and selection of best solutions.
PLANT HIGH TECH CAPABILITIES

- Computerized numerical controls (CNC) – burning table saves time and money
- Robotic welder – accuracy with extreme speed
- New plate roll – faster and more accurate, larger and thicker plates
- Automated precision plasma cutting

THE SIZE AND SCALE TO DELIVER

For customers that need large quantities of a standard design, utilizing the Exterran Flowline manufacturing process, can deliver higher throughput, expedited delivery schedules and cost savings compared to bay builds.

Advantages include:

- Capacity – high volume efficient process to keep up with your drilling schedule
- Speed – units produced at a high rate of speed for expedited delivery
- Cost Savings – units are cost effective due to efficiencies gained
- Flexibility – materials are streamlined based on forecast driven off the customer’s schedule inputs which allows production flexibility to adjust if needed
- Simplification – ability to stay with one vendor to source units for an entire drilling program
- Inventory – our statistical models predict the amount of inventory suggested to balance the ebbs and flows of your drilling program
- Storage – we can store your equipment at our facility until needed

MANY ITEMS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OR QUICK RETOOLING

Exterran keeps a full range of standard equipment in stock and ready for delivery. We can also customize these standard offerings to meet your specific needs and manage a flexible stocking program to continuously support your unique drilling program.
Experts Who Get It Done

To maximize value to our customers, Exterran offers complete turnkey production facilities for a wide range of production scenarios and producing environments. Whether the need is for a well-head separator to produce a single well or a complete central processing facility to process production from multiple wells and reservoirs, Exterran is your single source for proven, cost-effective and timely solutions.

Exterran has more than 60 years experience providing:
• High quality products with ASME code stamp
• Flow lines to produce large quantities of products to meet drilling program requirements
• Standard offerings in stock to meet immediate needs
• Engineering expertise to develop custom products for you
• Field services to start-up, commission, and maintain your equipment

Count on our legacy of success.

Find out why more customers choose us at Exterran.com